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Lost girl kenzi and dyson

Now that Kensi has gone through all her changes now she needs to learn how to live her new life and the last thing she needs is FAE problems, but that's exactly what she gets. Now that there is a new package in town he needs to learn what he can as quickly as he can if he wants to stay with Dyson. Language: English
Words: 18,530 Chapters: 6/10 Kudos: 185 Bookmarks: 18 Hits: 3116 Language: English Words: 2,785 Chapters: 1 /; Kudos: 6 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 626 After the defeat Garuda Kenzi begins to focus on her gift from Norn. When the pain starts to spread, he knows he's in trouble and needs to ask for help. The only question
now is who to ask. Language: English Words: 20,574 Chapters: 8/8 Kudos: 182 Bookmarks: 17 Hits: 4045 Kenzi wakes up in bed with Bo and Dyson. It is not what you would call a compromise position as much as an extremely satisfactory position. Language: English Words: 1,705 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 47 Bookmarks: 5
Hits: 413 Five times Dyson is reminded that Kenzi is painfully human, and time proved again that humanity is not a weakness. Language: English Words: 14,801 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 99 Bookmarks: 25 Hits: 1218 In this sequel to How Destiny Works (or How It Doesn't), Kenzi and Dyson lie hundreds of years into the
future after Kenzi administered Fae longevity from a dying Trick. Although Darkness and Light Faye are now at peace, the war between the people and the now-revealed Fae is raging, with Kensi as the unofficial ambassador. Between assassination attempts and the fight for peace, a new threat lurks in the shadows. Is
Kensi and Dyson's love strong enough to bear it? Part 2 of Man and Werewolf (Together Forever) Language: English Words: 3,476 Chapters: 2 /? Kudos: 72 Bookmarks: 13 Hits: 1326 AU. Because physically, FAE is stronger. You said earlier that no one sees you. That's not true. I've done it, I've done it Yes. I'm covering
for you. Just like you got Bo's. I can't stand to see you hurt like that. My wolf can't take it. Dyson admitted. What's that supposed to mean? Is that a euphemism? Denzi one. Language: English Words: 1,750 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 76 Bookmarks: 12 Hits: 969 Things have been strange ever since Inari messed with Kenzi's
life. Between her feelings, all the things that were left uns told, and the fate of her future she and her friends looming over her head, she's not really sure how things are going to go or where her place in the world is anymore. But perhaps a particular werewolf can swallow his pride (and weakness) and show her that her
position is right next to him. Denzi-centric, unapologetically AU and canon and written position 3x6. I'm not going to tag for spoilers since the show has been finished for a while now, and I'm not watching the events or timing of the series closely enough to really consider anything spoiled. Reorganize and continue a fiscal
I started for ffn. Language: Language: Words: 9,786 Chapters: 2/; Kudos: 64 Bookmarks: 11 Hits: 1400 Floki brings fate to his family. Dyson says goodbye to the love of his life once again Part 2 of Adventures from the Language Clubhouse: English Words: 6,345 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 3 Hits: 402 Besides that wouldn't be
all bad, there would be sex, a lot of them obviously and the rest of it, but the rest of it would just have to wait until after the war. Language: English Words: 4,260 Chapters: 3/; Kudos: 280 Bookmarks: 36 Hits: 5730 Language: English Words: 0 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 3 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 586 You can't really help who you
fall in love with even if it's you're bestfriend/sisters again off again toy boy. Language: English Words: 10,900 Chapters: 3/; Kudos: 95 Bookmarks: 10 Hits: 1822 AU in which Bo has long since left the moment Kenzi wakes up from the rescue. Kenzi, determined to locate her savior unwittingly stumbles upon a wolf who
doesn't know why she trusts, a looming death threat she doesn't understand, and a spell only she can undo. But can he handle a world where he's the hero for a change? And what if this world is removed? (LAST) Part 1 of Man and Werewolf (Together Forever) Language: English Words: 51,878 Chapters: 24/24 Kudos:
411 Bookmarks: 103 Hits: 10075 Everything Is Going to Change For You Now. He was talking about what was waiting for him beyond the door, he knew that, just as he knew that what was happening on this side of the door would have a much more lasting impact. Darcy slipped her hand over his and together they
turned the button. Welcome to Dal Riata. Language: English Words: 10,313 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 99 Bookmarks: 25 Hits: 1384 Madness had broken out, the walls between man and Fae had collapsed. Language: English Words: 3,031 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 86 Bookmarks: 15 Hits: 1049 Kenzi had burrowed its way
quickly into the heart of Dyson, leaving behind its own particular brand of sass, not to mention filling it with warmth, dedication and dedication. Language: English Words: 1,874 Chapters: 1/1 Collections: 1 Kudos: 178 Bookmarks: 22 Hits: 2748 Just a warm little story of revelation. It's the end of the world as we know it,



leaving Kensi and Dyson in their own devices and emotional damage. [note: update is not a new chapter, just fanart] Language: English Words: 7,427 Chapters: 2/2 Kudos: 182 Bookmarks: 33 Hits: 3189 Part 2 of flights of fancy series Language: English Words: 44 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 11 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 1180 The
love of her life is dead. The love of his life is to marry someone else. Kenzi reunites with her Fae friends after two years of her, after realizing her life is a little too domesticated without them around. She feels empty alone, missing her dead fiance more and more as time goes by. But there's one person who shares her
pain like no one else, and when they're re-tying up, it's against all odds. Cna Cna Kenzi and Dyson's souls turn a spark into something more? (After season 5) Language: English Words: 19,641 Chapters: 5/; Kudos: 130 Bookmarks: 12 Hits: 2409 During dyson's darker hours, Kenzi is determined to show him that he can
count on it. And not just because she's in love with him. Season 2 story. Dyson/Kenzi with references to Bo/Dyson, Bo/Lauren, Bo/Ryan. Language: English Words: 7,442 Chapters: 5/6 Kudos: 153 Bookmarks: 23 Hits: 2589 Previous 10 I realized I never posted this fiscal I wrote 6 years ago. My first lost fiscal girl
actually. Title: And so wishedAuthor: Pendaren aka hoshi_reed Summary: Coda to 3.06 The KenziSpoilers scale: 2.20, 2.21, 3.06Categories: Angst, UnrequitedPairing: Dyson / KenziRating: PGWarnings: NoneDisclaimer: Do not belong to me, not even to my wildest dreams; or so men in white coats with cups of colorful
pills tell me. ( And so wishedCollapse ) Title: Temporary FixAuthor: ChinesebackeryCharacters: Dyson/KenziRating: Teen and upSummary: During Dyson's darkest hours, Kenzi is determined to show him that he can count on it. And not just because she's in love with him. Season 2 story. Dyson/Kenzi with references to
Bo/Dyson, Bo/Lauren, Bo/Ryan.Temporary Correction 5/6 | Previous chapters Title: Temporary FixAuthor: Chinesebacker Characters: Dyson/KenziRating: Teen and upSummary: During Dyson's darkest hours, Kenzi is determined to show him that he can count on it. And not just because she's in love with him. Season 2
story. Dyson/Kenzi with reports from Bo/Dyson, Bo/Lauren, Bo/Ryan.Temporary Fix 4/5 | Previous chapters Title: Temporary FixAuthor: Chinesebacker Characters: Dyson/KenziRating: Teen and upSummary: During Dyson's darkest hours, Kenzi is determined to show him that he can count on it. And not just because
she's in love with him. Season 2 story. Dyson/Kenzi with reports from Bo/Dyson, Bo/Lauren, Bo/Ryan.Temporary Fix 1/5 | Temporary correction 2/5 | Temporary Fix 3/5 Title: Temporary FixAuthor: ChinesebackeryCharacters: Dyson/KenziRating: Teen and upSummary: During Dyson's darkest hours, Kenzi is determined
to show him that he can count on it. And not just because she's in love with him. Season 2 story. Dyson/Kenzi with reports of Bo/Dyson, Bo/Lauren, Bo/Ryan.Temporary Fix I found my way to Dyson/Kenzi pairing or more as if they found me. So I'll give people a call to see if I can get people's creative juices running. Multi
chapters ics are great, but optional. I would love it if it was great because most Dyson/Kenzi ics are a shots. Prompt 1: KidsDyson accidentally Kenzi pregnant. Hale and Bo are hurt by this, but they're still there for them. It's all up to you. Instant 2: Dyson Secret Feelings Most of the Dyson/Kenzi I've read have Kenzi
pinning on Dyson I really want to read the roles to be turned to and for Dyson to pin on Kenzi. A A Dyson's overprotective, possessive is always welcome, as is a domestic Dyson.Prompt 3: Bo/Dyson never happened. In season one, Dyson never dated Bo. They became friends. So Dyson and Kensi fell in love with each
other. Direct 4: Stranded on an island, cabin, cave, home ETC Dyson and Kenzi stuck somewhere, alone. They only have each other to depend on until the others find them. They start talking and seeing how much they have in common. Title: Sunflowers and SunbeamsPrestor: PendarenCategory: Lost GirlGenre:
AngstSpoilers: Season 4.02Sumpary: Missing Scene - Coda 4.02. Reflections on unfulfilled love. Pairing: Kale and Denzi/KysonRating: PGWarnings: NoneDisclaimer: They don't belong to me, not even to my wildest dreams. or so the men in the white coats with the colorful pills tell me. ( SunFlowers and
SunbeamsCollapse ) Give love to the 4th season and Denzi So, there was a contest where viewers could choose which photo from the upcoming season will be released to the public, the photo Kenzi won and posted on Showcase ... with a bonus: Dyson.Here is the link to the source: (with a larger photo). There's a
video, but I can't open it because of regional restrictions. Enjoy, fellow loaders/comrades. :) Previous 10 Page 2 I realized I never posted this fiscal I wrote 6 years ago. My first lost fiscal girl actually. Title: And so wishedAuthor: Pendaren aka hoshi_reed Summary: Coda to 3.06 The KenziSpoilers scale: 2.20, 2.21,
3.06Categories: Angst, UnrequitedPairing: Dyson / KenziRating: PGWarnings: NoneDisclaimer: Do not belong to me, not even to my wildest dreams; or so men in white coats with cups of colorful pills tell me. And that's how Dyson wanted to watch her sleep, and she knew for sure that she was forever. He was desperate
to make a mistake. He had suspected it was true for a while now, but it wasn't until this moment that he felt deep inside. The relief that was alive overwhelmed him as he watched her breathe. When he was confused and doubted himself, he thought she was dead. His heart told him his certainty that he would never want
to be a slave to a Fae, like Lauren, that his reason for pushing away was wrong. His mind told him that he imagined the teeth and the strength he displayed as they fought for the gun. When she didn't change her appearance she thought she was really dead and the sense of loss created a crater in his stomach. When
Lauren walked in, she was crying because of that sense of loss. As confused as he was, he was sure he'd never cry for anyone. Seeing her now, safe, was like balm for his soul. He kicked himself mentally. His immortal had to cling to a mortal man. Because he was such an idiot. There was a reason Snow White was
marrying the prince who kissed her after she ate the apple. There was a Aurora marries her knight in shining armor. Because the spells of love in Shakespeare's Night Dream A summer makes people fall for the first person they see. He should have known better then to open the bottle when he gave it to him. She should
have stopped thinking about the consequences of breaking the spell in her presence, especially since he already admired and respected her. After being left behind and hiding under a body to save him and facing Norn for his love he didn't think. In his surprise at her courage, gumption and belief in the danger facing the
witch on his behalf without back-up, his mind stopped. All he saw was another chance to love again. stop feeling empty, find happiness and never feel alone again. He opened the bottle without a thought about the consequences of spells such as the pain he would suffer or the fix result and now desperately wanted for a
way to unwarranted it. Not because she thought she was weak or unworthy. after all he had done was the one who felt unworthy. After the insults he had told her in the past, he didn't think it was worth her loyalty and devotion before he opened the bottle, let alone now. He didn't want to unjustifiably love him because he
wasn't beautiful; She was beautiful, beautiful and sexy. He had many of Dahl's protectors who longed to peel. He wished because he felt his love would hurt her. She will suffer guilt because of her devotion and love for Bo. He would suffer because he was a man in his world and would be considered his game. That if he
acted on his emotions, he'd use it to make him feel better. He wanted to unnecessarily connect because he didn't want to feel the pain. She, after all, was not connected to him as she was to her. If she didn't categorically reject him. if she tried for him and never felt anything about him she didn't want to make her feel
compelled or trapped. If things don't go well she might also try to let him down the line that could be dangerous for her; not only by other Faes who would consider her a runaway slave, but from his possessive wild side once consumed. Even if she could love him, she was human and could love many in her short life. She
was young and could find her true love later or be reluctant to settle down so early. If, by some miracle, she loved him with all her heart until the day she died, there was the rub. He was human, mortal. The best he could hope for is 75 years, up or down, and that would never be enough. She could live another millennium
and without her she would be lost... And so he wished. Wanted.
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